MAX DOCKS

LIFE ON THE WATER BEGINS HERE

MAX DOCKS SYSTEMS

www.maxdock.com
MAX Dock Systems has enjoyed tremendous growth over the last decade by providing innovative dock and lift products. This has been accomplished with thoughtful design and high manufacturing standards, creating products that are safe, user friendly, and built to last.

MAX’s management team has over 60 years of marine experience combined, providing innovative solutions with the best interests of today’s savvy and sophisticated consumers in mind.

MAX’s high quality standards, based on CNC automation and fixture welding, form the basis for all MAX’s dock lines. Each dock line can be configured to satisfy your needs and personal style. Explore the brochure for more details and inspiration.

MAX has completed many commercial projects across the midwest. MAX can provide design, engineering assistance, and sealed prints to assist you in completing your commercial project, regardless of size.

MAX has a Dock to Fit Your Needs

When selecting a dock that will suit your personal style and needs, a number of factors should be considered. Accessibility, water depth, lake bed conditions, water level fluctuation, wave action, connection to shore, and where to park a watercraft. Your professional MAX dealer can help you determine which style and dock line best suits your situation.

MAX Lochdock
Lochdock is engineered from MAX commercial systems, and offers tool-less installation. Lochdock is available in 4’ wide stationary and roll-in versions. Decking options are grained vinyl decking or plank extruded vinyl decking.

MAX Lochdock Plus
Lochdock Plus introduces a stronger tube style stringer, and offers even more features than Lochdock. Lochdock Plus is anodized to provide excellent aesthetics and cooling properties. Lochdock Plus is available in 4’ or 5’ wide stationary and floating versions. Decking options range from grained vinyl decking, anodized aluminum, and extruded vinyl decking.

MAX Standard
The original MAX dock line features stacked, fully welded aluminum frames. Available with the patented Maxlox® support system or Maxstands. Decking options are treated pine or grained vinyl decking.

MAX Signature
MAX Signature has all the features in Standard Dock, with anodized side stringers. Available with the patented Maxlox® support system or Maxstands. Decking options range from grained vinyl decking, anodized decking, and plank extruded vinyl decking.

MAX Custom Commercial Dock
MAX has completed commercial projects all across the midwest. Their full-time Industrial Designer can assist in completing any municipal project. MAX has experience in projects of all sizes, including floating, stationary, and boardwalks.
A tradition of high quality standards

MSWW410 and MSTD408
MAK’s Standard Dock was one of the first products that was introduced, along with the patented Maxloc support. It features the "MAX Stack Frame" with CNC machined and pocketed multi-hollow extrusions for strength and superior walk quality in a 4' tall stringer, mill finish dock. Today it also features the SCS Section Connection used on MAX Signature Dock for easy assembly and configuration. This economical dock is available in 10' sections with pressure treated wood panels, or light weight 8' sections with grated plastic decking for easy installation.

MLC5, MLC003-05, MLC006-08, MLC009-12, MLC013-16, and MLC020
The Maxloc patented cross-arm system has an integral CNC machined clamping system that contacts the entire dock pole. A 2" x 4" extrusion forms the main body, and machined stringer brackets bolt into the clamp system, providing an extremely secure, stable connection point for the dock sections to attach. The Maxloc will not sag or slip under heavy foot traffic, and easily out performs lesser supports of cast or stamped material that tend to fail under heavy use.

The Maxstand is available in a shorty version, 25" to 40' tall, and the standard version is adjustable from 37" to 61". See your dealer for deeper water options.

MS04, MS03-04, MS06-08, MS09-12, and MS13-16
The Maxstand station was developed to provide a strong platform for Max Standard and Signature Docks. It's 7" angled leg design provides extra stability in the water, and there are no poles protruding above the dock, offering an exceptionally clean, refined appearance. Standard 36" long adjustable poles and larger, heavy duty foot pads are included.
**MSA410**
M.A.K.'s Signature anodized dock with anodized treads was designed with many beneficial features to add longevity, strength, and greatly reduce heat retention. Anodizing seals the aluminum through an electrolysis process, resulting in a uniform, upscale look. This provides a cooling effect to the material, especially noticeable in direct sunlight. Each panel is carefully inspected for quality, then fixture welded by M.A.K.’s skilled aluminum welders. This process ensures each section is square and meets high quality standards. Panels are spaced to provide additional air flow through the section, another step ensuring that M.A.K. Signature anodized dock is the coolest in the industry.

**MAX Signature**
MAX's Signature Featuring Titan® Classic Decking is a safe and attractive choice. It is injection molded plastic that is barefoot friendly, and provides a great slid resistant surface. Strong, durable, and virtually maintenance free, it stays cool even in extreme temperatures and is UV-protected to minimize fading. Titan® decking uses full length overlapping edges for strength and durability. The open grate design allows dirt, debris, and rushing water to pass through.

**MSG410**
M.A.K.'s Signature featuring Genovations® decking makes for a distinctive, beautiful dock system. The MAX Signature anodized stringer enhances the rich wood tones of the Genovations® decking. The wood grain texture provides anti-skid qualities to the product and channels in the design of the decking allow heat to dissipate, resulting in a cooler surface temperature than solid decking products. Genovations® decking is extruded in an I-beam style, with hollos to significantly reduce the weight of the product when compared to other composite decking boards, and it boasts a lifetime warranty.

**MSP410**
M.A.K.'s Signature featuring Genovations® decking makes for a distinctive, beautiful dock system. The MAX Signature anodized stringer enhances the rich wood tones of the Genovations® decking. The wood grain texture provides anti-skid qualities to the product and channels in the design of the decking allow heat to dissipate, resulting in a cooler surface temperature than solid decking products. Genovations® decking is extruded in an I-beam style, with hollos to significantly reduce the weight of the product when compared to other composite decking boards, and it boasts a lifetime warranty.
Lodg408 and Lodg412 Grated Decking, LDP408 and LDP412 Plank Decking

Lochdock is engineered with many of the features found in MAX's commercial dock systems. Six and one half inch tall side stringers provide the dock with a clean, fresh look and add tremendous strength. The extra tall stringers house a five inch tall engineered sub-structure welded into place underneath the decking. This structure produces a rigid framework for the decking to attach. Choose Sure-Step® grated decking or Genovations® extruded plank decking, both with limited lifetime warranties. Lochdock delivers one of the finest walks you will ever find in a residential dock system.

Lochdock featuring Sure-Step®

Sure-Step® decking uses a unique chevron pattern in a grated plastic decking panel. It allows sunlight and water to pass through, while still being slip resistant and comfortable to walk on. Sure-Step® comes in three colors, is UV resistant, and offers a limited lifetime warranty.

LNRG420 Loch‘N’Roll

MAX Loch‘N’Roll is a simple, easy to install in-dock system. Utilizing the Lochdock stringer, the section is 20’ long, and comes standard with two integral leg kits. A winch driven scissor mechanism quickly adjusts the height, then lowers the legs at each end using the Quad Grip handles, and enjoy.

The standard Lochdock Regular Leg Kit has valuable features that set Lochdock apart from its competition. Bolting securely into the substructure, MAX accomplishes stability unmatched in the industry. Also available in shorty and deep water versions.

Legend:
- The Tiedown Brace uses the 4'2" to 5'8" deck face to face with the MAX trim line.
- The Tiedown Frame uses the LIM Anchors to face the 4'2" to 5'8" deck face with the MAX trim line.
- The MAX Standard Leg Kit replaces the 4'2" to 5'8" deck face with the MAX trim line.

Lodg412 Grated LochDock w/Standard Regular Leg Kit

Sure-Step® is available in three color choices: white, tan, or gray.
Introducing Lochdock PLUS

LDPF414 4’ x 14’ Lochdock PLUS Floating Dock
LDPF420 4’ x 20’ Lochdock PLUS Floating Dock

Lochdock PLUS is new to the Lochdock family of dock. The PLUS stringer features a new integral tube extruded into the profile for additional strength. This is desirable for longer sections used in MAX Floating and Roll-In systems. This design also allows Lochdock Plus to be offered in wider sections than basic Lochdock. An anodized finish on the stringers is standard, adding to the durability, corrosion resistance, and enhanced appearance.

Floating systems typically begin with a gangway, designed to allow the system to move up and down with changing water levels. Lochdock PLUS uses a tough, commercially rated piano hinge to anchor the gangways at both ends. Available in 4’ and 5’ widths, it provides a smooth transition for wheelchair accessibility.

The 5-1/2” tall stringer provides greater strength, allowing longer spans and a better walkway quality.

Add style to your waterfront

LDPF514 5’ x 14’ Lochdock PLUS Floating Dock
LDPF520 5’ x 20’ Lochdock PLUS Floating Dock

Lochdock PLUS is also available in 5’ wide or custom 8’ wide versions, which promote better stability and a wider walkway, greatly enhancing the safety and usefulness of your system. Gangways are offered in all widths, and include MAX’s heavy-duty Piano Hinge on both ends, as well as one helper float. The Lochdock PLUS stringer, with its hollow tube design, also lends itself very well to commercial systems of nearly any size, due to its increased rigidity. Commercial grade strength and quality adds to the elegance of Lochdock PLUS. All Lochdock and Lochdock PLUS welded frames carry a 5-year structural warranty.

LochDock PLUS features Genovations® extruded planking deck, Sure-Step® or Titan® grated decking, or anodized aluminum deck options. All are exceptional choices that offer their own unique style and benefits. Whether you’re looking for a grated or solid surface decking option, Lochdock PLUS has a choice that will suit your needs.

Lochdock PLUS Triangles will add to the overall appearance and strength of your system. They also increase walking area at run to platform transitions. Lochdock PLUS includes utilizing the Lochdock stringer Lochtrax and PLUS hanger brackets.
MAX's popular dock options

ADD MORE OPTIONS WITH LOCKDOCK

MOSN AND LOMCRL
STANDARD KAYAK DOCK
SHORE MOUNT COLLARS FOR MAXI, MAXI II, STANDARD AND SIGNATURE DOCK, LOCKDOCK FITS LOCKDOCK

MLBUMP
MAXI II, MAXI II VERTICAL BUMPER FITS STANDARD OR SIGNATURE DOLL WITH MAXILOCK SUPPORTS

MCCLS-5160
CLUTCH COMBO 36" VERTICAL BUMPER AND 47" CLUTCH FITS ALL DOCK

MUDS-56
UNIVERSAL 36" VERTICAL BUMPER FITS ALL DOCK WITH EXPOSED POLES

MRB-6
MAXI LOCKDOCK REMOVABLE BENCH 6" WITH SLIP RESISTANT NON-SLIP SEATING PANELS.

MRB-7
MAXI LOCKDOCK BACKLESS BENCH CREATE A GREAT SITTING AREA ON YOUR DOCK WITH THIS DURABLE 2 PIECE COATED ALUMINUM STURDY BENCH WITH GRADED DINGING THAT MASTERS THE DOCK, FITS LOCKDOCK

MMMPH-6
MAXI PLUS ADJUSTABLE 3" X 12" WITH HARDWARE FITS MAXILOCK OR COLLAR SYSTEMS

MCSC-PH-6
MAXI PLUS STRAIGHT 3" X 15" MAXI COLLARED FOOT END FITS ALL DOCK

MFP70
MAXI PLUS ADJUSTABLE 3" X 15" MAXI COLLARED FOOT END FITS ALL DOCK

CATC COMPOSITE AUGER AND MAXI-CAST ALUMINUM AUGER BOTH COME COMPLETE WITH HARDWARE FITS MAXILOCK OR COLLAR SYSTEMS

MAXTRIMC-64
MAXILOCK STANDARD STAINLESS STEEL 1/4" WALL THICKNESS END CAP 64" MAXSIGNATURE 42.5" ANCHORED END CAP

LUPHINT and MINTH
MAX I, II, II LOCKDOCK, KIAH II AND KIAH III FLATTENING HINGE AND MAT FLOORS HINGE WITH HARDWARE FITS STANDARD, SIGNATURE, LOCKDOCK

MLD840-6 MAXI LOCKDOCK LOCKING BAR LOCKDOCK MOUNTS TO THE SIDE OF ANY LOCKDOCK WITH A 1" CAM LOCK ATTACHMENT. LOCKDOCK BECOMES EASY REMOVED IF DESIRED. FITS LOCKDOCK HARDWARE SOLD AS A INDIAN PACK. FITS LOCKDOCK

LEDFILM LOCKDOCK STANDARD \nFITM LOCKDOCK (SHOWN)

LDSBFLG-6 MAXI LOCKDOCK PLUS ANCHORED PIN STRIPED END CAP WITH MOUNTING HARDWARE. FITS LOCKDOCK PLUS

MIRKES, MILSICUS, MILLX65
MAXI LOCKDOCK STANDARD KIT, IN 4', 6', OR 8' LENGTHS COMES WITH MOUNTING HARDWARE. FITS LOCKDOCK

LDRK-D2 MAXI LOCKDOCK LOCK DOCK CONNECT KAYAK RACK MOUNTS TO THE LOCKDOCK OSD SYSTEM AND INCLUDES 5" POLES WITH AUGERS TO SECURE KAYAK TO THE BOWS IN THE講 AND THROWS "Y" BAR THE MAXsame PLACE.

MIRKES, MAXI I, II LOCKDOCK 3 STEP, 4 STEP, AND 5 STEP LADDERS COMPLETE WITH HARDWARE KIT AND DECK MOUNTING GE. OPTIONAL COLLAR AND AUGER KIT
MaxSteps are the perfect solution for easy enjoyment of your waterfront. People of every age, and even pets, can appreciate the convenience and safety that MaxSteps provide. No other step combines the safety and security of grained vinyl non-slip decking and visually appealing, sleek design elements into an engineered product so seamlessly. MaxSteps are perfect for marine environments at yacht clubs, marinas, and private residences homes or cottages. Made exclusively with extruded aluminum and stainless steel hardware that resists corrosion, MaxSteps are designed to last a lifetime. Landings are also available, and are perfect for longer runs, making turns, or creating a beautiful sitting area. The uses for MaxSteps are endless, where could you use a set?

MAX MCL1200 Cantilever PWL Lift
- The MCL1200 Cantilever Personal Watercraft Lift anchors the value line of MAX Lifts.
- Industry leading lifting height up to 8’, and comes standard with vinyl buckets.
- Boats left or right winch mounting options, plus stainless steel, aluminum, and brass hardware.

MAX MVL506 Vertical Lift
- MAX’s newest vertical lift, designed for today’s bigger, wider personal watercraft.
- Cattle will also go as low as 7” for shallow water, and as high as 8’ for deep water use.
- Can be fitted with a MAX Step Ped for easy boarding, and a MAX Sturdy Canopy System.

MAX MVL506B, MVL506L, MVL512 Vertical Lifts
- Designed to fit classic wooden boats, sailboats, or pontoon boats.
- Stainless steel lower frames are easy access.
- Solid upper cable mounts and stainless steel cables help distinguish these lifts from competition.

MAX MVL402L and MVL502L Vertical Lifts
- MAX’s original, deliberately overbuilt vertical lift feature a double reinforced, welded V-Channel.
- Can be upgraded to the All-In-One 5000 lb. capacity electric winch system, in AC or DC power.
- For boats, pontoon, or tritoons, add Premium Guides and a Sturdy Canopy for best protection.

MAX MVL603L and MVL7012 Vertical Lifts
- The 6000 and 7000 lb. capacity lifts work very well with larger pontoon boats, tritoons, and boats.
- Available in AC or DC versions; Auto Step comes standard on the AC remote model.
- A Larger canopy frame design and oversized hi-strength pulleys for larger, heavier loads.

MAX MVL7014 Vertical Lift
- AC or DC, it’s designed for large cruisers, wakeboard boats, and pontoon or tritoons.
- 14’ wide will accommodate watercraft up to 16’ wide; add a 15’4" Wide Sturdy canopy as well.
- Revolutionary Tri-Cable allows the limits to move, the designs found common on trailers.

Explore all of MAX’s other fine products

Visit maxdock.com or your local MAX Dealer for more detailed information.